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CASIO to Release Pro Surfer Kanoa Igarashi Signature Model G-SHOCK 
 

     
 
 
Tokyo, May 22, 2019 — Casio Computer Co., Ltd., announced today the latest addition to the 

G-LIDE line-up of watches for extreme sports, which are part of the G-SHOCK brand of 

shock-resistant watches. The new GLX-5600KI is a signature model endorsed by pro surfer Kanoa 

Igarashi. 

 

Igarashi was born in California, USA in 1997 and started surfing at the age of three. Since then he 

has gone on to win a number of major surfing competitions and is currently a world-class 

professional surfer competing on the World Surf League Championship Tour at the top of the sport.  

 

The new watch is based on the G-LIDE GLX-5600 which features a tide graph, an indispensable tool 

for surfers. The thin, square shape of the watch ensures that it does not obstruct the wrist while 

surfing. The GLX-5600KI features a semi-transparent body that evokes the ocean and is paired with 

a mirror finish face that gives the watch a simple, cool finish. Igarashi’s “Kanoa” signature is inscribed 

on the upper center of the watch face and on the strap keeper and case back, as well as in 

illumination when the backlight is turned on.  

 

With its special package, this special signature model befits world-class surfing talent Kanoa 

Igarashi. 

 

 

Kanoa Igarashi 

Born: October 1, 1997 

Hometown: Huntington Beach, California, U.S.A. 

Literally born into the world of surfing, Igarashi’s father was a big fan of the sport. When he was just 

three years old, Kanoa decided that he was tired of just watching and started joining in on the fun. It 

wasn’t long before people realized he was a surfing prodigy destined for greatness. 

2009: At the age of 11, smashed the single National Scholastic Surfing Association (NSSA) season 

record by racking up an amazing 30 victories. 

2012: At the age of 14, became the youngest ever Under-18 U.S. National Champion. 

2016: Became the youngest ever, and first Asian, to participate in the World Surf League (WSL) 

Championship Tour. 

2017: Won the WSL Vans U.S. Open of Surfing held in his hometown of Huntington Beach. 
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GLX-5600KI 

 

 
Package 

 
Case back engraving 

 
Strap keeper 

 

 
Signature illumination (backlight on) 

 
Watch face 

 
 

 

 
Specifications 

 

Construction Shock-resistant 

Water Resistance 200 meters 

World Time 29 time zones (48 cities), city code display, daylight saving on/off 

Stopwatch 

1/100-second stopwatch; measuring capacity: 23:59'59.99''; 

measuring modes: elapsed time, split time, 1st-2nd place times; 

5-second countdown auto start  

Countdown Timer 

Measuring unit: 1 second; countdown range: 24 hours; countdown 

start time setting range: 1 minute to 24 hours (1-minute increments 

and 1-hour increments); auto-repeat; time up alarm; progress 

beeper on/off 

Alarm 3 independent multi-alarms (2 one-time alarms and 1 snooze alarm); 
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hourly time signal 

Other Functions 

Moon data (moon age of the specific date, moon phase graph); tide 

graph (tide level for specific date and time); full auto-calendar (to year 

2099); 12/24-hour format; button operation tone on/off; auto EL 

backlight with afterglow; flash alert (flashes with buzzer that sounds 

for alarms, hourly time signal, countdown timer time up alarm, 

countdown timer progress beeper, and stopwatch auto start)  

Accuracy at Normal 

Temperature 
±15 seconds per month 

Battery Life 7 years on CR2025 

Size of Case 46.7 × 43.2 × 12.7 mm 

Total Weight Approx. 52g 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


